82 kz1000

Numbers matter, even subtle numbers. Like the difference between 1,cc and cc. In addition to
this minor adjustment to meet racing rules, just about everything else on the motorcycle had
been changed as well, with the exception of the 66mm stroke. But the competition was getting
fierce. Move up to , and the new J model was an absolute delightâ€”a street bike with Superbike
potential. It may have taken them a couple of years, but it was time well spent. First, as always,
more power. They lightened the crankshaft by hollowing out some bits, used a pork-chop
flywheel rather than the previous full-circle design, and in the end shaved 4. Bigger valves went
in the two-valve heads, and bigger, lighter, aluminum-bodied 34mm constant-velocity Mikuni
carburetors were fitted. They fiddled with the camshaft timing so more gas could be stuffed into
the combustion chambers and compressed 9. End result: almost 25 percent more horsepower,
from 83 to at 8, rpm. Mind you, those were Kawasaki numbers probably taken off the crankshaft,
as the rear-wheel determination was more like 80 horses. All agree that this modern electronic
arrangement was far better than previous ignitions, especially with multi-cylinder engines.
Exhaust used a four-into-two system, with a muffler on each side of the rear wheel. Primary
drive was by straight-cut gears, efficient albeit a bit noisy, and an extra plate was added to the
clutch. Five gears moved the power along, from a No kickstarter was included, as riders now
understood that the electric leg was very reliable. The output shaft was beefed up, and a new
chain with a breaking strength increased by more than 1, pounds went to the rear wheel. Chain
technology development was going gangbusters at this point, as engines were generating more
than very stressful horsepower. Second, the chassis. The diameter of the steel tubes in the
frame was increased for better cornering rigidity, while the wall thickness was reduced. Stiffer
frame with less weight; good thinking. The steering head, now using tapered roller bearings,
was strengthened with two gussets and had a rake of According to the spec sheets, wheelbase
was The front fork was enlarged to 38mm, and anti-stiction bushings were at top and bottom. It
had 5. A pair of 9. Third, rider comfort. This was not a racer, but a sportbike intended for the
weekend riderâ€”who might well want to put a few hundred miles on between Saturday morning
and Sunday evening. To this end the front of the crankcase was rubber mounted to the
full-cradle frame, eliminating much of the inevitable vibration. Handlebars were at a useful level,
allowing for comfortable riding during this mph era. Up front a speedometer, fuel gauge and
tachometer were very readable, with the speedo going as high as 85 mphâ€”when in fact would
have been more truthful. A pleasantly large gas tank held 5. Choke if cold, turn the key, push the
button and a very melodious sound emanated from the mufflers. An average rider would
certainly enjoy his or her day in the saddle, while a more competent person would like the
extremes to which the J could be pushed. Kawasaki also built 30 real-racer versions to sell to
qualified racers, which were certainly not street-legal. Then the ZX bikes came along, and the
only KZ left was the police versionâ€”which could still pull over a speeding motorist with ease.
This one must have sat in a warehouse or at a dealership until or so as it was not titled until
then. These must have been slow sellers, as this bike was not titled until Sure is a nice rider
though especially for someone like me whose only reference is Harleys and s two strokes! Didnt
know t was a j Rebuilt braking system needed it bad from sitting. Test ride the damn bike,
strange idle and speed. Look up Ralph Roneo in Norwich Ct. Hes the best and very fair. Wait
until you see his Z1 and J bikes. Anyone looking for a. I have a bunch of parts for a kz LTD.
Engine has around 12, miles I have a tank, seat , front and rear brakes, front and back fenders,
speedo , tack, chain guard, blinkers. And more. Have carbs for engine. Steph, I would be
interested in your KZJ for sale. How can we connect? Maybe you can message me on my
Facebook page HubCityMusic. I used to have a KZJ bike. Unfortunately, it had a tendency to
pogo in the curves due to frame flex. Excellent everyday commuter bike however, for the time.
The police specials were still being produced for many years after Because it was a good solid
bike. Millage is around 30k. Plan is to convert to either Scrambler or maybe a Cafe Racer after I
go through the engine. It has been sitting for close to 10 years but ran great when parked. If
interested let me know. I would be interested in 13k mile J ryanreedbb gmail. I own the bike
featured here and would be selling to sell it. Cosmetically, its an 8 or so and runs excellent. My
e-mail is lewmartincic aol. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine. Just picked up a
Kj bobtail roller. Needing an engine.. Have the whole bike for sale.. Mike, You still have this J for
sale? Long shot I knowâ€¦. Any chance you have the triple trees off of the bike? Looking for a
set. I have a KZJ for sale. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have
entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Clement Salvadori - February
19, Clement Salvadori - February 17, Make Kawasaki. Model Kzj. This is a nice kzj runs and
shifts great! Check your exchange rate?? As long as the item is paid for with in 5 working days
of auction's end , I will hold item for 30 days with out any cost. Model KZ Sells AS-IS; known
issues are stator cover and tach lead seep, and fork seals need replaced. Bike will be trailered

home. The Kawasaki KZ The important thing about the is that it feels like a Kawasaki should
feel. When you wrap your hands around the grips, you instantly understand this motorcycle's
elemental character. Like a steam locomotive, it's a solid lump of animated metal, a living
monument to resolute horsepower and steadfast reliability. I have called these bikes the "small
block Chevy" of the motorcycle industry, because in stock form they are fast, and a durable as a
hammer. The other thing is that the aftermarket word has a large offering for the Powerful KZ
engine. I was told by the past owner that the engine had been rebuilt, however I do not have
proof, I can tell you that it runs great!!! No abnormal sounds, and it pulls hard!! Check out the
pictures, and give us a call or stop in!! These older Kawasaki's are getting hard to find, until
now, you just found now!!! Each bike goes through rigorous inspection, cleaning and
examination before we feel comfortable considering it a part of our inventory and available for
sale. Once we are through with our thorough inspections and cleanings and the bike has been
approved for sale, we photograph it from all angles. The picture views assure to our clients that
the bike is in good condition and there are no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to
our online buyers. Be sure to check out brennys dot com! Model KZ Model Kz Runs good. Daily
ridden to work and for pleasure. Maintenance records available. Carbs jetted. Extra parts
available for purchase. I have run bike at Bristol dragway and it goes nice and straight and
smooth, no surprises. It ran 12s, but I've no idea what ET is should actually run because air
clutch was engaging much too slowly and it was launching like granny was at the controls. I
have since adjusted for quicker engagement, but you will have to fine tune to get a good launch
off the line. The good: Mechanically sound, ready to ride. New tires, battery, filters, plugs, and
brake pads. Both calipers and master cylinders rebuilt. The bad: 33 yrs. Needs paint. The
vehicle is Black with a Not Specified interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available.
Model Kz. It was ridden in the rain only once. Recent work included valve adjustment, new valve
cover gasket, plugs, points and tune-up, front and rear brake lines flushed, oil, filter, VC gasket
and end plugs changed. All original electrical. Bike is all stock except for Metzger tires. Chain
drive. Starts and runs beautifully and is very fast. Origional KZ in great running condition.
Moving soon and must sell my bike collection now. Needs the tank painted only otherwise
needs nothing. A great collectors bike. Make Honda. Model Cl. These vintage classics are no
longer made and the survivors are getting harder to find. With only 22K original miles, this bike
can be pitted against any newer contender and come out ahead! This is the "P" model meaning
it was originally built as a police model bike. A great start for a custom! Police department take
extra good care of their vehicles as they need them to perform flawlessly in service. They are
well maintained and serviced on a more stringent maintenance schedule than civilian models.
Police models are tuned for lots of low end torque and faster highway speeds. The police model
speedometers are built to be accurate within a fraction of 1 MPH. Also, the electrical generators
on police models are built to handle almost as much a demand as you can throw at them. When
PD's sell these bikes off, they remove all the police gear radio, siren, pursuit lights, etc. There
remains a dash light for "Pursuit" and handlebar switches which show selections for "Siren"
and "Pursuit Lights". These have all been disabled of course, but they look neat just being
there. The engine and drive train on this bike is tight, clean and neat and there are no leaks and
no excess oil build up anywhere on this bike. The engine on this bike starts quickly with the
press of a button, idles smoothly and runs smoothly throughout the range of gears and RPM's.
The dual disc front brakes stop the bike whenever you ask them to - and with no argument! All
lighting works well as it should. Speaking of lighting, this bike features a dual filament H4
halogen headlight fixture and custom turn signals front end rear. The solo seat is custom made
for this bike. This bike is running quad Mikuni CV carburetors. I recently went through the carbs
and did a complete and thorough cleaning. After reassembly, I then polished them to a br
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illiant finish before reinstalling them. The fuel filter inside the gas tank was also removed and
thoroughly cleaned. This bike also has has new paint, a brand new battery, brand new spark
plug wires and brand new spark plugs. The rear drive chain was cleaned and oiled and the rear
sprocket looks to be in almost new condition with teeth that are still sharp and clean. The title is
clean and clear. Payson, AZ. Lawrenceville, GA. Gresham, OR. Davis, CA. Fairbury, IL. North
Fork, CA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kz Year
Make Kawasaki Model Kzj. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Kz Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Kawasaki Model
Kz. Year Make Honda Model Cl. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 1,
cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Kawasaki 17 Honda 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear
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